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it is thought that a general description of the “Gloster”
Patent XiSh–Lift Biplane Wings may be of general intcrest and
particularly to those who have been engaged in the drawing and
construction of such wings for the “Grebe”
The :lain objcc-tof these wings was to
without iilcreasingthe total drag, a-ridthe
that, by using a deep hiSh--lift section for the top wing and a
and “Ganecock. “
obtain a high lift
idea was conceived
medium section for the bottom wing, the mutual interference
between the two would be such as to give greater efficiency of
the combination as compared with two wings of equal section.
To make this point clear, it should p ernaps be explained that
the lift of the lower Wiilgof a biplane is reduced by the inter– ““-
ference of the upper wing, while at the same time the lift of
the top wing inay tend to be slightly increased. This mutual
interference effect varies with the position of the one wing
in’relat,.onto the other.’ That is to say, a larger gap giv’es
less interference, but of course a larger @p is objactionable
because of the additional lengths of struts and wires entailed
,.
and also because, in many airplanes, the “topwing is required
.
as low as possible to give the best view for -thepilot.
*From “T-heCZoster, “ Kouse Journal of The Gloster Aircraft Co.,
Ltd. , Volume 2, No. 5, January–February, 1927.
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It is preferable therefore, in comparing the merits of the
~loster hi@-lift biplane
“Grebe” as an example, me
face, Coilsisting of about
plus 114 SC1.ft. of medium
to do so on a given basis. Taking the
have on the ‘I(lrebell254 sq.ft. of sur–
140 Sq.ft. of deep high–lift top wing
lift bottom wing. This airplane has
a total ‘wci@~t of 2,600 pounds and its landiilg speed is below
50 ;.I.P*F:.If a lower lift section were used for the top wing
the ~~~ingarea woulci require to be intireasedto at least 310 sq.ft.
to give t;~cs=i.1~landing speed, and this increased area ‘WOUld re-
quire I:ore struts and wires to brace the wings owing to the re–
duced spar depth and increased size of wing. On the other hand,
if a d~~p section hi:;h- liftwing were used for the bottom wing,
it would 10Cnecessary to increase the sap between the wings to
avoid the loss in lift which mould result from the relatively
small gap used on the Gloster high-–lift combination. So that,
as re~:.rdsmaximum lift, the Gloster combination is more effici- ‘-
ent fol’given conditions. It is not, however, only in lift that
the arrangement is proved to be superior; there are, in fact, at
least three further advantages obtained which I will describe
in turn. First, the efficiency of the wings as regards drag.
This fcature is more technically involved, but may be briefly
explained as follows: It is known that the top wing is arranged
wit’n a slightly greater angle of attack than the lower wing and
althou~h this setting contributes a good deal towards maximum
lift o’otained, it also assists in the drag being relatively 10?v.
.
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In effect what takes place is that at low speeds, when high
lift is required, both wings contri?mte almost equally to sup-
port the airplane as a very efficient biplane. At higher speeds,
the fact of i~aving the lower wing at a smaller angle and also of
a lower lift section,
-themajority of the weight of the airplane
is supported oilt-netop wing. This means that the combination
e.pproachcs the monoplane at high s-peedto the extent that the
top wi~ilgis taking i:~ostof the lift and, by so doiilg, receives
a hisher loading per square foot, which permits the section to
operate in the reSion of its m6st efficient ratio of lift to
d.ra~. At -thesame tine the lower wing is operated in -theregion
of its own minimum dra~.
This trailsfcrcnee of lift just described from lower to top
wing I::ithc-han~eof s~~etL briilgs in itS train the next advant–
age obtto.ined by the Gloster hi~h–lift biplane.
This next advantage is an improvement in the stability of
the airplane when the wings are arranged with a forward stagger.
To make this point cl-earit will be understood that, for an air–
plane to be in balance, the center of the lift on the wings
must be near to the center of gravity of the complete airplane
and any variation Of the center of lift (or center of pressure
as it is called) will have to be balanced by a suitable balanc–
ing load on the stabilizer. For the purpose of checking out
this balance the two wings are merged into one in a diagram
giving what is in effect the equivalent single wing, the posi–
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tion of which and the center of pressure o; it are equivalent to
the lift and center of pressure of the two separate wings. This
is s’howr”for an ordi-narybiplane in Figure 1. Here the equiva-
1 ent wing remains approxirfiately halfway between the two actual
wings for all speeds and the center of pressure” on the equiva-
1 ent vrin=- moves the same distance as the center of pressure on
the actual wings. In the case, however, of the Gloster high–
lift biplane the equivalent wing does not remain in the same
position at various speeds. It moves upward with increasing
speed of the airplane because of the top wing having ‘more lift.
This isdlown in Figure 2. Here it will be seen that, as the
equivalent wing moves up, so the C.P. moves forward and thus
the total movement of the C.P. is less than in the case of the
ordinary biplane.
By virtue cf this fca.ture, an a,i.rpla,-newith these wings
has better stability or would give equal stability with a
smaller tail,
And now we come to the fourth advantage of the Gloster
wing combination, namely, the saving in structure weight. As
compared with an ordinary thin wing
the economy is twOfOld. First, the
and interplane bracing, and second,
biplane of greater area,
saving in fabric covering
the thick top wing permits
of deeper spars, which give”equal strength for a lower weight.
When compared with a biplane of two thick wings a saving is made
on inter~lane bracing, together with a saving o-nfuselage and
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tail weight due to reduced tail loads.
There is a further advantage in using the thick top wing
which, though secondary to the aerodynamical features of the
combination, is still of great importance, and t-hat is the
ability t~ house the gasoline tanks inside the top wing and so
have more room in the fuselage. At the same time, [,histank
position provides the means for the ideal gravity feed gaso–
line sysi~silwhich is so simple and -practically foe:!.proof.
-r’.
.l.flC~ilclUSiOn, the principal advantages of the Gloster
high-lift biplane wing combination may be summarized as followst
1. Increased lift fOT given wing area, o:?smallet
wing are?.for given lit”!.
?.J. Improved performance for fl”l~’en izmiing speed.
3. Im-orouedsi~,bilityand cont~ol,
4. Reduced st.w.ctureweight.
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